
 

Aluminum Central

stand

 

for Philips TVs

 

PTS840

A different look for your TV
Position your TV to your liking

Give your TV a new look with the Philips PTS840 Central Stand. Our designer’s chose subtle, sophisticated colors

and finishes and combined them with authentic, quality materials like aluminum to create a stand design that

matches your TV.

Designed around you

Brushed aluminum stand makes a timeless statement

Modern design complements today's interior

Freedom to place your TV wherever you want



Aluminum Central stand PTS840/00

Highlights Specifications

Brushed aluminum stand

A TV with presence. Because real metal makes

a quality statement in your home, our

designers used classic brushed aluminum for

the stand to match the solid metal facing at the

front of your TV.

Free placemen

The swivel function on this central stand allows

you to place the TV in the optimal position,

offering you a truly relaxing viewing

experience.

Modern design

Designed with a contemporary look to blend

with your d¨¦cor. Because your TV should look

as beautiful off as it does on.

 

Accessories

Included accessories: User Manual

Related Products

Compatible with: 49PUS7100 (Eu & Ru),

55PUS7100 (Eu & Ru), 48PUS7600 (Eu & Ru),

55PUS7600 (Eu & Ru), 55PUS8600 (Eu & Ru)

Design

Finishing plate: dark grey radial spin

aluminum, clear aluminum edge

Finishing neck: black textured aluminum, high

gloss aluminum front

Dimensions

Product weight: 4.3 kg

Box width: 710 mm

Box height: 55 mm

Box depth: 245 mm

Weight incl. Packaging: 5 kg

Product dimensions (WxDxH): 645 x 202 x 225

mm

* Do not use this accessory on TVs with a screen larger

than 55".
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